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Charmed ran for eight seasons. There are many memorable episodes, but it's the TV show's season finalethat captivates viewers and earns them top spots on IMDb. Charmed Season 1 finale is the third highest-rated episode of the entire series of nearly 200 Charmed episodes, one of the earliest ranks
high on IMDb. Charmed Season 1 Episode 22: Déja Vu All Over Again comes in third place with a rating of 9.1 stars from 10. Alyssa Milano, Shannen Doherty and Holly Marie Combs as Halliwell Sisters on Charmed | Getty Images RELATED: 'Charmed': What are Shannen Doherty, Holly Marie Combs
and Alyssa Milano worth today? Prue (Shannen Doherty), Piper (Holly Marie Combs) and Phoebe (Alyssa Milano) aka the Charmed Ones are the target of a warlock trying to kill them. Each time he fails, the demon Tempus turns the clock back so he can try again. He will remember what happened so that
he can learn from his mistake that brings him one step closer to killing the witches. As for Piper, Phoebe and Prue, they don't remember much about the demon attack. Phoebe, however, has déja vu. Phoebe senses that she has already lived that day, and remembers a foreboding she had that Andy (Ted
King) died. She convinces Prue and Piper someone confused with time and lets them experience it over and over again on the same day. They set out to make the demon fall and go back in time to save Andy. Prue meets with Andy to tell him that she meets with Inspector Rodriguez (Carlos Gémez), the
demon who is a member of the local police. Every time Prue warns him to stay away from the mansion because of Phoebe's foreboding. Alyssa Milano, Holly Marie Combs and Shannen Doherty in a promotional image for Charmed | Getty Images / Handout RELATED: 'Charmed': Could the Halliwell
Sisters live in real life in the mansion? When the clock turns for the last time, Andy turns up in the mansion. And as Phoebe saw in her foreboding, Andy dies. But the sisters cannot go back in time to save him. He is dead and Prue has lost one of the great loves of her life. Fans love 'Charmed' Season 3
finale directed by Shannen Doherty Charmed Season 3 Episode 22: All Hell Breaks Loose. Directed by Doherty, the episode was rated 9.2 out of 10 stars. It points to Doherty's uncertain future on Charmed with a large cliffhanger. It's also another episode in which Piper, Prue and Phoebe meet Tempus.
Piper and Prue are exposed as witches. Meanwhile, the sisters try to fend off the demon Shax. As time settles and they save each other from death, the source takes Phoebe and Prue and Piper to fend off Shax alone. The episode ends with Piper and Prue unconscious after a fight with Shax. Fans
experienced in the Charmed Season 4 opener Prue was killed from the show. Charmed series finale is the Episode No surprise here. The series finale of Charmed is the top episode of the series. Charmed Season 8 Episode 22: Charmed Forever has a rating of 9.3 on IMDb. Alyssa Milano, Rose
McGowan and Holly Marie Combs celebrate 150 episodes of Charmed | SGranitz/WireImage RELATED: 'Charmed': Jennifer Love Hewitt and Tiffani Thiessen were both offered as replacements for Shannen Doherty as Prue Halliwell Again. Piper and Coop (Victor Webster) travel back in time to save
Phoebe and Paige (Rose McGowan). It gives viewers a glimpse of everything that happened in the series. Paige, Phoebe and Piper also write down the events of their lives as the Charmed Ones in the Book of Shadows for future generations of witches. RELATED: 'Charmed': Shannen Doherty's
Character Didn't Appear in Photos Because the Series 'Couldn't Afford' It, Showrunner Says No one expected Better Call Saul to start being mentioned in the same conversations as the all-time great series it's based on, Breaking Bad, yet here we are. The spin-off prequel explains the story of criminal
lawyer Saul Goodman (aka Jimmy McGill), one of the supporting characters of the original show. There are so many reasons why Better Call Saul has become insanely popular in recent seasons. It doesn't copy Breaking Bad into shape, but it uses the same basic techniques, including intelligent
storytelling, hidden references and Easter eggs, long-form storytelling, foreboding, suspense and outstanding acting skills. Better Call Saul has really made his stride in Season 5 and some of the best episodes are the latest ones. But with the final season scheduled for 2021, the best could yet come. So
far, these are the top 5 episodes on IMDb, according to the reviews. Better Call Saul | James Minchin/AMC RELATED: 'Better Call Saul': There's a Wild Fan Theory That Kim is Pulling the Ultimate Scam on Jimmy 5th Season 5, Episode 6 — Wexler v. Goodman Deep into the fifth season of the series, the
writers turned the drama into this episode in which Kim tries to end Jimmy's scheme on Mesa Verde and him against their wishes. When Jimmy comes to the meeting with Kevin and Paige and Kim's boss Rich, he doesn't offer to settle the case – he shows the ridiculous commercial he produced in the
previous episode, and infuriates Kim by blackmailing her client. The end of the episode offers a big twist. When Kim comes home from work after damage control, she gives an epic speech that sounds as if she's getting away from Jimmy. But instead, she ends her break-up with a shocking marriage
proposal. 4th Season 4, Episode 10 — Winner In the episode, Lalo is hot on Gus Fring's cock and tries to figure out what he's up to while Fring tries to secretly to build your own meth superlab. Werner Ziegler, the engineer hired to help him, just want to go home and see his wife. He escapes Fring's
watchful gaze and Fring retaliates by killing Mike Werner. This breaks down Mike and Fring's relationship because Mike doesn't agree that he deserves to die. Jimmy appears before the expert panel and finally gets his lawyer's license back. He fakes emotions about the death of his brother Chuck, but
after restoring his license, he quickly shows Kim that it was all an act. His first assignment is to rename Saul Goodman. The last scene shows Jimmy pointing his fingers at Kim and saying: S'all good, man. Season 3, Episode 5 — Chicanery The oldest episode that still attracts a lot of attention is
unforgettable. In Chicanery, Chuck is forced to testify at a hearing against Jimmy, but nothing goes according to plan. For one thing, Jimmy lets his co-worker Huell Babineaux put a cell phone battery in Chuck's pocket and seems to refute his EHS symptoms. After learning of his brother's deception, Chuck
goes on an epic rant against Jimmy, stuns the panel in silence and proves how much he really hates Jimmy. Season 2, Episode 8 — Bagman fans loved to see Vince Gilligan back in directing, and the second-highest episode to date proves his sheer talent. Bagman has a distinctly Breaking Bad feel and
shows Jimmy being targeted in the desert as he tries to recover his client's deposit money of 7 million dollars. Jimmy and Mike are forced to spend a night in the desert as they make their way home. The most memorable moment comes when a hot, sweaty, dehydrated Jimmy, who had previously wasted
precious drops of water to clean his shoe, is forced to drink his own urine. It is the ultimate dose of reality for a man who thought he was untouchable. Season 1, Episode 9 — Bad Choice Road The penultimate episode of Season 5 shows Mike and Jimmy returning from their long journey through the
desert. Jimmy has a hard time getting back home and often has PTSD cases. He tells Kim that nothing really happened in the desert, but she knows that he is lying through his travel mug based on the bullet holes. But it's the last scene that's most frightening. The producers preloaded all the commercials
so that the last sixteen minutes of the episode could be broadcast without a break. In this scene, Lalo arrives at Kim and Jimmy's apartment to confront Jimmy about what really happened when he collected the deposit money. Mike watches from across the street through the perimeter of his sniper rifle.
The tension Noticeable. Kim confronts Lalo and somehow persuades him to leave without incident. The episode received an incredible 9.8 rating on IMDb. Friends is one of the most popular sitcoms of all time, and even more than 15 years later, it's still just as popular. This is because the six characters all
like family and the jokes were massive gold. Times change, but friends are forever hilarious. But not every single episode of the series is as funny as some of the top-rated ones. Over 10 seasons, Friends broadcast a total of 236 installments. Here are the top 5 of all time according to IMDb ratings. 5. The
One with the Prom Video — Season 2, Episode 14 RELATED: 'Friends': The Character 'Fat Monica' Is 1 of the Most Controversial in Series History One of the most iconic episodes of all time is the one in which Rachel realizes how much Ross has always loved her. In The One with the Prom Video, all six
friends gather to watch an old video of Rachel and Monica preparing for the prom. When Rachel's date apparently stops her, Ross steps up to get her to dance in his place. But Rachel doesn't realize it. When Rachel's date chip comes too late, Ross accidentally gets up from Rachel and unfortunately
accepts that he won't take her to the prom. But when Rachel sees the video years later, she plants an epic kiss on Ross, while Phoebe triumphantly exclaims: See? He's their lobster, and points to how lobsters mate for life (even if they don't really). 4. The Last — Season 10, Episode 17 Chandler and
Monica | David Hume Kennerly/Getty Images The series finale of Friends aired on May 6, 2004 and concluded a variety of events. After they couldn't have children, Monica and Chandler go to the hospital to adopt a baby, but they find out that while they thought the adoptive mother had a baby, she really
had two. Surpise! Ross and Rachel sleep together to say goodbye to each other before heading permanently to Paris. But Ross finally realizes that he still loves her. Overall, the last season of Friends wasn't as popular as previous efforts, but the two-part finale received high ratings. 3. The One with the
Embryos — Season 4, Episode 12 You'd think that the most exciting aspect of The One with the Embryos would be that Phoebe agrees to carry her brother's babies as a replacement. But the tension rises even higher when Ross designs a quiz game for Chandler and Joey to play against Rachel and
Monica. At some point, the women become so self-confident that they bet on their apartment, but Rachel raises the last question and loses. 2. The Last One: Part 2 — Season 10, Episode 18 The second part of the series finale shows Phoebe and Ross racing to the airport to stop Rachel from flying to
Paris. When Monica and Chandler adjust to the concept of two babies instead of one, they pack up their apartment to move to the suburbs and officially end an era. Joey a chick and a duke for the sake of his old housemate. 1. The One Where Everybody Finds Out — Season 5, Episode 14 Chandler and
Monica had to know that they couldn't keep their relationship secret forever. The One Where Where Finds Out is the highest rated Friends episode on IMDb thanks to the classic line you don't know we know we know. Firmly in the middle of the show, this episode is silly and funny, optimistic and
memorable. It's the perfect example of why Friends is still so popular more than a decade later. Later.
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